
Jason Scott&#8217;s Art Deco poster of New York City as an anarchist jurisdictions (courtesy of Jason Scott)Citizens of New York City, Portland, Oregon, and Seattle learned on Monday, September 21, that they live in
lawless anarchist jurisdictions, according to the Department of Justice (DOJ). Attorney General William Barr, under President Trump&#8217;s instruction, followed the announcement with a threat to withhold federal
funding from these cities, which happen to be governed by Democratic mayors.But instead of panicking, artists and activists on social media responded to Barr&#8217;s decisionÂ by ridiculing, and sometimes proudly
embracing, the new label.Jason Scott, an archivist who works for the Internet Archive, redesigned an Art Deco poster of New York&#8217;s Empire State Building to read: Greetings from [an] anarchist jurisdiction.I chose
this image against the postcard because when you take such lame words and hold them against the triumph and beauty of the Empire State Building, the ridiculousness is laid bare, Scott told Hyperallergic in an
email.Using a similarly sarcastic greeting, Wendi Dunlap,Â an artist and musician from Seattle, and Twitter user @melvynhfeist from Portland, created postcards for their anarchist cities. In the background, the postcards
feature classic views of the two cities â€” Seattle&#8217;s Space Needle and a snowy Mount Hood overlooking Portland.A few years ago, my hometown was called a &quot;socialist hellhole&quot; by Fox News. Now
it&#39;s an &quot;anarchist jurisdiction.&quot; Keep up the good work, Seattleites!(I made you a postcard. I think I might have to make it a t-shirt, too.) pic.twitter.com/40Mh2UHrb4&mdash; Wendi Dunlap  (@litlnemo)
September 21, 2020#AnarchistJurisdiction pic.twitter.com/MxsBI39bFc&mdash; HN-Ã† B33 (@melvynhfeist) September 22, 2020A few years ago, my hometown was called a &#8216;socialist hellhole&#8217; by Fox
News, Dunlap wrote in her Tweet. Now it&#8217;s an &#8216;anarchist jurisdiction.&#8217; Keep up the good work, Seattleites!Joining in, Twitter user @mattrothenberg posted an image that replaces the heart symbol in
I  NY with the anarchy symbol.Â NYC has been called a lot worse and done just fine, said Jason Scott.Â People will look out over the beautiful view of this city from the Empire State long after these two fools [Trump and
Barr] are dead.ahh, much better #AnarchistJurisdiction pic.twitter.com/17ChufmDny&mdash; matt rothenberg  (@mattrothenberg) September 21, 2020#AnarchistJurisdiction and proud of it!
pic.twitter.com/XLi6krLA5S&mdash; Blue_Rob (@BlueRob2) September 21, 2020  Antonio Tizapa and Miguelito on Randall&#8217;s Island, June 2020 (image courtesy AAA3A; photo by Erik Almeida)Thereâ€™s a
certain solace to running; the quiet pit-pat of your feet on the pavement as your breath moves in and out rapidly, surroundings whishing by. The act can feel meditative, cathartic even. For Antonio Tizapa, running has
become an outlet for his grief.Almost six years ago to the day, his son Jorge Antonio Tizapa LegideÃ±o was kidnapped near the Ayotzinapa Rural Teachers&#8217; College, where he was training to become an educator.
Along with 42 other young students â€” many only 18 years old â€” Jorge was abducted and disappeared in Iguala, Mexico, while en route to join in the annual commemoration of the 1968 Tlatelolco massacre in the
nationâ€™s capital. Even amid international protests, widespread condemnation, and a substantial human rights investigation, the students&#8217; fate remains unknown, the official account clouded by the refusal of
Mexican authorities to hold their own accountable for collusion with drug cartels and a massive coverup.A flyer for the upcoming vigil and march led by Running for Ayotzinapa 43 (image courtesy AAA3A)â€œI wanted to
do something, a way to protest,â€• explains Tizapa, who now lives in the US. â€œAnd so in sports I found a way to protest in silence.â€• Yet as TU HIJO ES MI HIJO / YOUR SON IS MY SON: Running for Ayotzinapa 43
â€” a photography exhibition now on viewÂ in the Bronx at Alexander Avenue Apartment 3A (AAA3A) â€” attests, Tizapa is far from silent about the events of that night.Soon after he took up running, he founded the group
Running for Ayotzinapa 43. Along with other local athletes, Tizapa organizes monthly marches, as well as vigils and runs, in New York City to raise awareness about the missing students and the tens of thousands who
have since disappeared in Mexico due to government inaction and the US-fueled drug trade.Blanka Amezkua, a painter and Bronx resident who runs the apartment-turned-art space AAA3A took notice. â€œAfter realizing
that various members document the runs and the different events they organize, I decided to invite them to share their documentation in order to spread the word about the missing students,â€• she explained via email.
â€œI am always amazed [by] how many people have never heard about this case.â€•Amezkua met Tizapa by chance on the subway in 2017 and started running with the group a year later. The exhibition offered her
another chance to help amplify their calls for accountability.In tandem with the exhibition, which continues at AAA3A through September 30, Running for Ayotzinapa 43 will host a vigil in front of the Mexican Consulate on
September 25. On September 26, the six-year anniversary of the studentsâ€™ disappearance, the group will lead a march from the United Nations Plaza to Times Square.As members of Running for Ayotzinapa 43 often
chant, â€œLa lucha sigue! Ayotzinapa vive!â€• (The fight continues! Ayotzinapa lives!)When: TU HIJO ES MI HIJO / YOUR SON IS MY SON: Running for Ayotzinapa 43 continues through September 30; vigil and march
on September 25 and 26, respectivelyWhere: AAA3A (309 Alexander Avenue, Apt. 3A, the Bronx), Mexican Consulate in New York (27 East 39th Street, Manhattan), and United Nations Plaza (East 47th Street and 2nd
Avenue, Manhattan)See AAA3A and Running for Ayotzinapa 43 for more details.Â   A mural outside of the Brooklyn Public Library (via Timothy Krause/Flickr)A new yearlong Climate ReadsÂ series, launched by the
Brooklyn Public Library (BPL) and advocacy group Writers Rebel NYC, centers on one of the most urgent threats of our time: the climate emergency. Structured like a digital book club that anyone in the world can join, the
program pairs one climate-related book each month with discussions between writers and readers about the climate crisis and environmental justice.The series kicks off at 7pm (EDT) today, Tuesday, September 22, with
a Zoom conversation about Octavia Butler&#8217;sÂ Parable of the SowerÂ (1993) led by Lisa Lucas, Executive Director of the National Book Foundation, with authors Mary AnnaÃ¯se Heglar and Emily Raboteau.
Butler&#8217;s distressingly prescient novel, set in Los Angeles four years from now, portrays a city ravaged by global warming through the eyes of a teenage Black girl. Amid water shortages, massive poverty, and social
chaos, the protagonist also suffers from hyperempathy, a condition that causes her to experience the pain of others more deeply.Raboteau, a member of Writers Rebel NYC and a co-creator of Climate Reads, says the
series is focused on celebrating and protecting the earth as well as telling the truth about the climate crisis.â€œWriters Rebel NYC, along with our partners at Brooklyn Public Library, aims to position literary creativity,
language, and storytelling as crucial means of inspiring courage, conversation, and action for our climate and environment,â€• she said in a statement.In October, readers will tackle No One is Too Small to Make a
Difference (2019),Â a collection of 11 speeches delivered by the 17-year-old climate activist Greta Thunberg, followed in November by the science fantasy novel TheÂ Fifth Season (2015) by N. K. Jemisin. (A complete list
of every book in the series is included at the end of this article.)Those interested in signing up for Climate ReadsÂ can do so here; so far, the book club has received 350 registrations. Readers are encouraged to attend
virtual discussions as well as host their own individual book clubs and use the hashtag #ClimateReads on social media to get the conversation going.Climate ReadsÂ goes hand in hand with another exciting development
in BPL&#8217;s strategy to help combat climate change: the opening of a brand new branch dedicated to deepening awareness of environmental issues. Construction on the Greenpoint Library and Environmental
Education Center &#8212; halted temporarily at the height of the pandemic in New York &#8212; is now almost complete. The new building, a sustainable development, will include a natural-habitat garden as well as
indoor and outdoor spaces for both special programming and everyday library use.Additional related initiatives by BPL include the ongoing Green Series, a program of commissioned talks and conversations by climate
scientists and activists, and Climate Wednesdays, discussions on urban ecology, transportation, and job creation.Â Climate Reads Reading List:September 2020: Parable of the Sower by Octavia E. ButlerOctober 2020:
No One is Too Small to Make a Difference by Greta ThunbergNovember 2020: The Fifth Season by N.K. JemisinDecember 2020: Why We Swim by Bonnie TsuiJanuary 2021: Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the Dead
by Olga TokarczukFebruary 2021: The One-Straw Revolution by Masanobu FukuokaMarch 2021: Bangkok Wakes to Rain by Pitchaya SudbanthadApril 2021: Eiger Dreams by Jon KrakauerMay 2021: Florida by Lauren
GroffJune 2021: Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall KimmererJuly 2021: The Veins of the Ocean by Patricia EngelAugust 2021: Trace by Lauret Savoy  Installation view of Luchita Hurtado. Together Forever., Hauser
&amp; Wirth New York, 2020 (Â© Luchita Hurtado; image courtesy the artist and Hauser &amp; Wirth; photo by Thomas Barratt)When Luchita Hurtado was eight years old, she tasted a green seedless grape for the first
time. â€œThatâ€™s still a very strong memory, because it was a revelation of what was available in the world,â€• she recounted in an interview in 2018. â€œThis was magic.â€•Â There are moments in the life of an artist
that are said to anchor their work. Seeing the first photographs of Earth captured from space in 1947 strengthened Hurtado&#8217;s sense of perspective, deepened her interest in the cosmos, and grounded her
connection to the terrestrial. Born in Venezuela, she lived in New York, Mexico City, and Los Angeles; she mixed paint colors with Rufino Tamayo and made friends with Isamu Noguchi. Her life spanned nearly a century
â€” she passed away last month at the age of 99. Yet it is the seemingly smaller encounters, like the epiphany of the seedless grape, that encapsulate the essence of Hurtadoâ€™s artistic project: to locate in the most
commonplace experiences of the natural world a profound and alluring mystique.Luchita Hurtado. Together Forever at Hauser &amp; Wirth in New York City brings together more than 30 paintings and drawings in which
Hurtado excels brilliantly at this endeavor. Dating from the 1960s to the present and grouped mostly chronologically in a single, ample gallery, these works â€” displayed to the public for the very first time â€” reveal
progressively sensual and abstract representations of the body, presumably the artistâ€™s own.Â Luchita Hurtado, Untitled (c. 1970s), crayon, graphite, and ink on paper, 23 3/4 x 18 inchesThe earliest self-portraits in the
show, such as â€œUntitledâ€• (c. 1960s), depict a visibly recognizable Hurtado in a flower-printed blouse, her bold nose, eyebrows, and mouth sharply rendered. A decade later, Hurtado created studies of her shadow,
works set in an indistinct time and place where all identifiable features have been effaced. Instead, the artist&#8217;s dark silhouette is the subject, rendered with charcoal so soft and grainless it could pass for watercolor.
In a small ink on paper work from the same period â€” the only purely text-based piece in the exhibition â€” she has written, in curly cursive script: The only reasonable facsimile of me is in my shadow. In an untitled mixed
media work from the 1990s, both of these versions of the self overlap. The familiar face of the artist and her discernible outline are superimposed; the effect is spectral and smoke-like.Â Luchita Hurtado, Untitled (c.
1990s), graphite, ink, and collage on paper, 24 x 17 7/8 inchesTo claim that Hurtado shifted from figuration to abstraction would be to erase the specificity of her formal evolution. It would be more exact to say that she
achieved an increasingly deeper integration of the body and nature.Â In the ink and acrylic painting Untitled (2019), for instance, a figure stands with its limbs outstretched, mirroring the branches of the two tress behind it;
the three elements are nearly identical.The back wall of the gallery is taken up by one of Hurtadoâ€™s most iconic series, foreshortened views of her body as it might look while staring
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